Introduction
As every commuter knows, getting from one destination to another across any large busy city is not always so straightforward. The same is true for the movement of ''cargoes'' throughout the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells, as the physical properties of the cytosol are far from ideal for macromolecular transport. Objects smaller than about 500 kDa diffuse freely in the cytoplasm, while objects larger than about 20 nm are macroscopically immobile due to the high viscosity of the cytosol and the presence of a dense meshwork of cytoskeletal filaments (LubyPhelps, 2000) . Regardless of the problem of moving in this difficult cellular environment, the function of every living eukaryotic cell is critically dependent on transport of macromolecules and organelles throughout the cytoplasm. Furthermore, the cytoplasmic transport of cargoes must be flexible, being able to respond in both a temporal and spatial fashion to the cell's ever-changing needs. Cargo transport throughout the cell is therefore a highly regulated process, which involves three different classes of molecular motors. Kinesin and dynein motors use microtubules as tracks to move cargo throughout the cytoplasm, while myosin motors interact with actin filaments to move their cargoes (Kamal and Goldstein, 2002; Karcher et al., 2002; King, 2003; Schliwa and Woehlke, 2003; Vale, 2003; Vallee et al., 2004) .
Members of these three classes of motors constitute extended families, each with their own characteristic properties, domains, and associated subunits (see kinesin and myosin homepages, http://www.proweb.org/kinesin/ and http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/myosin/myosin.html). Genome-sequencing projects have provided most if not all the motor sequences in higher eukaryotes, while singlemolecule experiments have started to uncover aspects of the molecular mechanisms of a number of these motors. The importance of motor-based transport is manifested in many different disease phenotypes, for example, the involvement of myosin II in muscle myopathies (Bonnemann and Laing, 2004) , or myosins VI, VIIa, IX, and XV in deafness (Muller and Littlewood-Evans, 2001 ). Defects of microtubule-based transport are often most dramatically manifested in neuronal disorders, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or Alzheimer's disease (Hirokawa and Takemura, 2004; Mandelkow and Mandelkow, 2002) . Given the clinical importance of microtubule-based transport, it is surprising that we still lack basic information about the nature and regulation of cargo binding and how motors work together to transport cargoes and maintain cellular architecture and function.
Over the past few years, one of man's potentially biggest and smallest enemies, the virus, has begun to provide us with important insights into the complex problem of cytoplasmic transport. This is no surprise considering the nature of viruses. Viruses may date back to the very origins of life and are ubiquitous in today's organisms (Villarreal, 2004) . They also represent a significant and ever-changing threat, as their short generation times and error-prone replication mechanisms promote for rapid evolution that can result in increased virulence or the ability to cross species boundaries with ensuing disastrous consequences (Beigel et al., 2005; Weiss, 2003) . Viruses, which range from about 20 to several hundred nanometers, are obligate parasites, as their genomes do not encode all the proteins required for replication. Nevertheless, even with their relatively small repertoire of proteins, they must still be capable of manipulating the necessary cellular functions of their host to achieve production of new progeny. This includes, for example, the capacity to inhibit apoptosis of the cell during replication, while at the same time minimizing detection by the immune surveillance systems of the host. Studying pathogens and their hosts, which have often coevolved for millions of years, has revealed fundamental insights into basic cell functions, including those needed for pathogen entry, replication, transport, and cell-to-cell spread (see also other reviews in this issue of Cell). In addition, these studies also provide novel observations and concepts for developing effective therapies that target the host rather than the virus.
During their life cycle, viruses spread from cell to cell and must get from the plasma membrane to their site of replication and back again after replication. This can be a problem, since the size of viruses and the high density of the cytoplasm precludes efficient directional movements by free diffusion. It has been estimated that vaccinia virus, a relative of the causative agent of smallpox, would take $5 hr to diffuse a mere 10 mm in the cytoplasm of an infected cell (Sodeik, 2000) . Furthermore, random diffusional movements are unlikely to drive virus particles to their desired destinations, thus reducing the speed of infection and overall viral fitness. Therefore, viruses have evolved efficient mechanisms to hijack the cellular transport systems of their unwilling hosts. In this review, we focus on how viruses use the microtubule cytoskeleton to enhance their spread of infection and highlight what they have taught us about cytoplasmic transport and what the future might hold.
Visualizing How Viruses Move to Sites of Replication
The first problem any virus faces after breaking into the cell is how to get to the replication site, which may be the nucleus, some distance away from the point of entry. In many cell types, the nucleus is positioned near the microtubule-organizing center (MTOC), where microtubules are preferentially nucleated and remain anchored by their minus ends (Bornens, 2002) . Microtubule-based transport of viruses toward the MTOC is very common, although there are rare reports claiming microtubule independent viral transport (Dohner et al., 2005; Sodeik, 2000) . Some viruses, such as ebola virus (Yonezawa et al., 2005) ride on microtubules within membranous compartments, and others, such as polyoma virus (Sanjuan et al., 2003) , can be membrane free. The nature of these membranes is highly diverse and known only in a few instances, such as influenza virus (Lakadamyali et al., 2003) or simian virus 40 (see also review by Marsh and Helenius, 2006 [this issue of Cell]; Smith and Helenius, 2004) . Likewise, in many cases we still do not know from which membrane compartment the viruses escape to the cytosol for further trafficking to their site of replication. There is, however, unequivocal evidence for microtubule-dependent transport of naked virus particles (Dohner et al., 2005) . Often the initial evidence for a role for microtubules during establishment of infection stems largely from examining the effects of microtubule depolymerizing agents on the ability of incoming viruses to reach their site of replication and/or ensuing viral protein expression as they begin to replicate. While important, such observations provide only limited mechanistic insights into viral transport dynamics and regulation.
More recently, however, the cytoplasmic movement of viruses, tagged with chemical fluorophores, began to be imaged in living cells using wide field fluorescence microscopy (Greber et al., 1997; Leopold et al., 1998; Leopold et al., 2000; Suomalainen et al., 1999) . Adenoviruses tagged with a few fluorophores on each of the 252 copies of the capsid hexon trimer were fully infectious and associated with microtubules (see Figure 1A ). Imaging cells during the establishment of infection revealed that fluorescent capsids moved in a microtubule-dependent fashion both toward and away from the MTOC at speeds of $1-3 mm $ s À1 (Suomalainen et al., 1999) . The extent, directions, and velocities of these movements were variable over minutes but homogeneous over hours, resulting in accumulation of the virus at the center of the cell around 40 to 60 min postinfection. The behavior of adenovirus during the establishment of infection illustrates an important consideration when imaging the motility of viruses. Not only do infected cells have to be imaged for relatively long periods of time, but the sampling frequency needs to be sufficiently fast to be able to follow the highly variable bidirectional movements of individual virus particles. For example, while an imaging frequency of about one frame per min indicates that transcriptionally active HIV particles move along microtubules toward the nucleus (McDonald et al., 2002) , it does not provide detailed information into the nature of these movements, as the dynein motor that is thought to provide the driving force normally moves with speeds in the order of mm $ s À1 (King, 2003; Mallik and Gross, 2004; Welte, 2004) .
Reasons for low-frequency imaging include the problems of long exposures due to low signal to noise ratios and the accumulation of photo damage in the cell due to the toxicity of multiple illuminations. Both of these factors are a constant problem for cell biologists trying to follow rapid dynamic events in the mm $ s À1 range. Fortunately, the presence of multiple copies of viral proteins that can be fluorescently tagged is conducive to increasing the fluorescence signal intensities of individual particles, allowing for a reduction in camera exposure times and an increase in acquisition frequency. This combined with recent advances in fluorophore stability, quantum yields, new GFP variants, and more sensitive cameras have made it relatively straightforward to image the motility of many different fluorescently tagged viruses with good temporal resolution. For example, it has become possible to image adeno-associated virus (AAV) type 2, a small parvovirus which can accept only a few fluorophores in its 20 nm sized capsid without loosing infectivity, at 25 frames per second, albeit for periods of only a few seconds (Seisenberger et al., 2001 ). Imaging at these speeds has allowed extremely detailed analyses of virus movements during the infection, including determination of the maximal diffusion constants and the type of diffusion of individual viral trajectories (see Figure 4) . Similar complex bidirectional microtubule-dependent movements have also been observed with influenza virus X-31, labeled with a fluorescent dye, which spontaneously inserts into the viral membrane (Lakadamyali et al., 2003) . It is clear from such studies that viruses are excellent subcellular probes which can be used to measure the physical properties of the cytoplasm in their surroundings.
Visualizing Moving Viruses with GFP-Opportunities and Caveats
In recent years, analysis of the motility of viruses has benefited greatly from imaging recombinant viruses encoding GFP fusion proteins. In contrast to labeling viruses with chemical fluorophores, recombinant GFP fusions can give insights not only into movements during the establishment of infection but also those occurring throughout morphogenesis and the egress of newly assembled viruses from the infected cell. GFP has been successfully fused to the minor virion protein Vpr of HIV1 to visualize transcriptionally active particles moving bidirectionally along microtubules as well as incoming vaccinia virus cores during the establishment of infection (Carter et al., 2003; McDonald et al., 2002) . GFP fusions to tegument proteins, which are located between the lipid envelope and the capsid shell, have also been used to follow the complex bidirectional movements of herpes viruses during establishment of infection (Greber, 2005; Sampaio et al., 2005) . Tegument proteins may not, however, be ideal reporters to track incoming particles associated with the viral genome, as they remain associated with the particles to varying degrees (Greber, 2005) .
Fusion of GFP to VP26, a small outer capsid protein of HSV1, on the other hand, provides an authentic reporter for cytoplasmic transport of the viral genome during the establishment of infection (Dohner et al., 2005) . Analysis of a related herpes virus, pseudorabies virus (PRV) harboring VP26-GFP, revealed fast bidirectional microtubule-dependent motilities over a wide range of velocities as well as long periods of inactivity in the axon of chicken dorsal root ganglion neurons (Luxton et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2001 . During entry, PRV movements toward the MTOC in the cell body (retrograde) were favored over those to the cell periphery (anterograde), both in terms of velocity (average 1.17 versus 0.55 mm $ s À1 ) and run length (average 7.38 versus 0.4 mm; . Interestingly, retrograde PRV motilities had similar average velocities and run lengths during both establishment of virus infection and later during egress of progeny, suggesting that they are both driven by single type of motor.
Although it remains to be formally established, the dynein-dynactin complex is probably responsible for these retrograde PRV movements, as this motor complex is both recruited to and necessary for retrograde motility of HSV1 (Dohner et al., 2002; Sodeik et al., 1997) . In contrast to retrograde movements, both the velocity and run length of anterograde-directed PRV motilities varied, depending on whether virus is undergoing entry or egress . This suggests that overall the directionality of PRV motility is determined by the activity of the plus end-directed motor associated with the capsid. While the identity of the plus end-directed motor remains to be established, it appears that the viral tegument proteins play an important role in motility of the virus (Luxton et al., 2005) . By imaging recombinant PRV encoding VP26 tagged with mRFP, in combination with various GFP-tagged tegument proteins, the Smith group has shown that only VP1/2 and UL37 are associated with virus moving toward the cell body during entry. This observation suggests that the tegument proteins may play an important role in recruiting microtubule motors and/or modulating overall directionality of the virus. Consistent with this hypothesis, the same group has recently shown that microtubule-based egress of PRV is critically dependent on VP1/2 (Luxton et al., 2006) . Although extremely powerful, there are some caveats to using GFP to visualize virus particle movements. One limitation is that it may not be possible to make recombinants for all virus types, including hepatitis B and C viruses or icosahedral nonenveloped viruses, which have a tightly confined capsid geometry and limited internal space. Another possibility is that the GFP tag may impair viral infectivity. Thus, it is always crucial to ensure that the recombinant virus behaves as closely to the wild-type progenitor as possible in terms of infectivity, assembly kinetics, and viral release. Such potential difficulties may sometimes be overcome by choosing specific GFP insertion sites within capsid proteins, as demonstrated recently for the small parvovirus AAV type 2 (Lux et al., 2005; Warrington et al., 2004) . Alternatively, one may follow the nucleic acid with molecular beacons, as recently shown for poliovirus RNA in live cells (Cui et al., 2005) . HIV Gag has also been imaged in live cells using a FLASH approach (Rudner et al., 2005) , which relies on the generation of a fluorescent signal when membrane-permeable biarsenical compounds associate with a tetracysteine tag introduced into the protein.
Dynein-Dynactin Powers Retrograde Movement of Viruses
To date, the only motor implicated in inward microtubulebased virus movements in animal cells is the minus enddirected motor cytoplasmic dynein ( Figure 2 ; Dohner et al., 2005) . In animal cells, the dynein-dynactin motor complex is required for many functions, including transport of mRNA, intermediate filament and centrosomal proteins, mitotic spindle assembly, kinetochore functions, and movement of signaling proteins (King, 2003; Mallik and Gross, 2004; Schroer, 2004; Vallee et al., 2004) . Nevertheless, dynein-dynactin components have been elusive and are not readily visualized on cellular cargoes.
In contrast, components of the dynein motor complex have been observed on a number of incoming viruses, including HSV1, HIV1, canine parvovirus, and rabies virus, next to microtubules (Dohner et al., 2005) . The dynein-dynactin complex has also been shown to bind to adenovirus and enhances its association with microtubules in vitro (Kelkar et al., 2004) . Evidence for a functional involvement of the dynein-dynactin motor complex during HSV1 and adenovirus transport after entry comes from microinjection of function-blocking antibodies, as well as overexpression of components of the complex, including p50/ dynamitin, which results in dissociation of the motor complex (Dohner et al., 2002; Leopold et al., 2000; Schroer, 2004; Suomalainen et al., 1999) . In the case of adenovirus, overexpression of p50/dynamitin reduced the average speed and frequency of movements toward the cell center. The observation that p50/dynamitin increased the number but not speed of periphery-directed movements would suggest that plus end-directed motility, rather than the regulation of a motor activity, is affected by dynamitin overexpression. This notion is supported by the observation that mutations in the dynactin component p150/ Glued, while increasing plus end pausing reduced both minus and plus end run lengths of lipid droplets in Drosophila (Gross et al., 2002) . Possibly, the dynein-dynactin motor and an unknown plus end-directed motor are physically linked or compete for a common binding site on the virus capsid, thus avoiding an unproductive tug-of-war. Any coordination of dynein-dynactin complex with the plus end-directed motor probably occurs through accessory proteins of dynein rather than dynactin, since microinjection of anti-dynein intermediate chain antibodies inhibited nuclear transport of fluorescent adenoviruses without enriching particles in the cell periphery (Leopold et al., 2000) . In the case of larger cargoes, such as To date, the only motor implicated in inward virus movements is cytoplasmic dynein (DYNC1H1) together with the associated dynactin complex. The N terminus of the heavy chain (DYNC1H1) ATPase mediates associations with intermediate chains (IC, also called DYNC1I, according to the recently proposed nomenclature [Pfister et al., 2005] ), the light intermediate chain (LIC, now called DYNC1LI1 and 2) and the light chains roadblock (DYNLRB1 and 2), LC8 (DYNLL1 and 2) and Tctex-1 (DYNLT1 and 3). The dynein activator dynactin is composed of a minifilament of various proteins and the flexible projecting side arm p150/Glued binding both dynein IC and microtubules (Schroer, 2004) . Kinesin-1 (previously known as conventional kinesin or KIF5) is widely expressed and walks outward on microtubules to the cell periphery (Vale, 2003) . Its heavy chain has an N-terminal motor domain containing the ATPase activity, which is connected to the long coiled-coil stalk by a hinge region. The light chain, which contains the cargo binding tetratricopeptide repeat region (TPR), binds to the globular C-terminal domain of the heavy chain. Kinesin-1 is the only kinesin that has been observed on virus particles (African swine fever virus and vaccinia virus) during anterograde transport. melanosomes, overexpression of p50/dynamitin inhibited both dynein-and kinesin II-mediated transport, suggesting that on these organelles, dynactin acts as a platform for both dynein and kinesin II (Deacon et al., 2003) .
All components of the dynein 1 complex, excluding the heavy chain, which contains both the motor and microtubule binding domains, are capable of interacting directly with cargoes (Figure 2 ). For viruses, although many interactions have been described using a variety of approaches, their functional significance, especially in the case of the light chain LC8 (DYNLL1), remains to be established (Table 1 ; reviewed in Dohner et al., [2005] ). Strong evidence exists, however, that the dynactin complex is involved in recruiting the dynein motor complex to membranes, including the plasma membrane, vesicles, and the nuclear envelope, as well as ribonucleoprotein particles (Schroer, 2004) . Not unsurprisingly, given its effects in noninfected cells, overexpression of p50/dynamitin inhibits trafficking of many viruses ( Table 1) . As mentioned earlier, recent evidence from herpes viruses suggests that the protein composition of the viral capsid may play an important role in regulating the recruitment of the dynein-dynactin motor complex (Luxton et al., 2005) . Whether differential uncoating represents a common mechanism used by viruses to regulate dynein recruitment, however, remains to be established. Identification of the viral proteins responsible for motor recruitment as well as their binding partners on the dynein-dynactin complex, in conjunction with functional transport assays, are critical steps toward understanding the molecular basis motor recruitment and regulation during the establishment of infection.
Kinesin-1 Powers Virus Movement to the Cell Periphery
A number of studies have visualized viral movements to the cell periphery, including murine leukemia virus RNP granules in association with endosomal carriers and HIV genomes prior to budding (Basyuk et al., 2003; Mouland et al., 2001) . Currently, the most intensively studied virus with respect to microtubule-dependent egress is vaccinia virus. Vaccinia replicates in cytoplasmic viral factories located near the MTOC and undergoes a complex lifecycle that results in the formation of two cytoplasmic forms, the intracellular mature virus (IMV) and the intracellular enveloped virus (IEV; Smith et al., 2003) . Recent analysis has shown that YFP-tagged IMV, which represent the bulk of cytoplasmic virus particles, move in a bidirectional manner at speeds up to 3 mm $ s À1 in infected cells (Ward, 2005) . IEVs are formed when IMV become enveloped by membrane cisternae derived from the TGN or endosomal compartments that contain a subset of integral viral membrane proteins . Once formed, IEVs are rapidly transported to the plasma membrane in a saltatory microtubule-dependent fashion at speeds of 1-3 mm $ s À1 (Dohner et al., 2005) . Simultaneous imaging of IEV and microtubules revealed that the virus particles not only followed single microtubules but also hopped from one to another during their egress (Rietdorf et al., 2001) . IEV moving to the cell periphery recruit the plus end-directed motor conventional kinesin-1 (also formerly known as conventional kinesin or KIF5; Figure 3 ; Rietdorf et al., 2001) . Kinesin-1 is also observed on African swine fever virus (ASFV) undergoing transport to the cell periphery (Jouvenet et al., 2004) . The observation that overexpression of GFP-tagged TPR repeats of the kinesin-1 light chain was sufficient to inhibit movement of both viruses suggests that kinesin-1 is the major motor involved in IEV and ASFV during their egress. Time will tell if kinesin-1 is the only plus end-directed motor used by viruses during their movement to the cell periphery. However, given the large variation in surface features of different viruses as well as the cell types they infect, this would seem to be highly unlikely.
Loading of Kinesin
Extensive sequence analyses have identified $45 different kinesin motors in the human genome. This superfamily of motor proteins is responsible for all known plus end-directed microtubule transport, although not all kinesins are necessarily plus end directed. While the cellular function of many kinesin family members still remains to be established, their nonmotor sequences suggest that each is specialized for transport of different cargoes (Vale, 2003) . The number of kinesin functions is constantly increasing and currently includes vesicular trafficking, ER positioning, mRNA transport, transport of flagellar components, modulation of signaling pathways, as well as spindle microtubule and chromosomal movements (Schliwa and Woehlke, 2003) . Although we know a great deal about the molecular anatomy of the kinesin motor, the nature of the vesicular cargo receptors is still largely unknown due to the considerable complexity of cellular vesicles and the low abundance of motor receptors. On the other hand, the relative simplicity of most viruses, with a limited number of viral capsid proteins, offers an excellent opportunity to understand molecular mechanisms of kinesin recruitment and regulation. Many different viral proteins have been shown to be capable of interacting with kinesin motors, but as in the situation with the dynein-dynactin complex, in majority of cases it remains to be established if these associations are functionally relevant during infection (Table 1; Dohner et al., 2005) . In the case of vaccinia virus, we have more insights into the mechanism of kinesin-1 recruitment and its relevance to IEV transport to the cell periphery. Initial observations showed that deletion of the integral viral membrane protein A36R inhibited IEV dispersion to the cell periphery (Rietdorf et al., 2001; Ward and Moss, 2001 ). More recently, however, it has been shown that vaccinia virus lacking A36R can still reach the cell periphery albeit less efficiently (Herrero-Martinez et al., 2005) . This would suggest that there may be an additional viral receptor for kinesin-1 on the IEV besides A36R. Nevertheless, it is clear that A36R interacts directly with the TPR repeats of the kinesin-1 light chain (Ward and Moss, 2004) . kinesin-1 ? Kinesin-1 was found on cytoplasmic viruses; TRP overexpression blocked viral egress (Jouvenet et al., 2004) .
Canine parvovirus (CPV) Parvoviridae dynein capsid (and endosomes) Microinjection of anti-DYNC1I1 antibodies inhibited transport of microinjected CPV to nucleus. Immunoprecipitation of CPV with DYNC1I1 in cell extracts. CPV capsids isolated from infected cells bound to taxol-stabilized microtubules and colocalized with DYNC1I1 in vitro (Suikkanen et al., 2003) .
Influenza virus X-31
Orthomyxoviridae dynein ? (endosomes) DiD (1,1 0 -dioctadecyl-3,3,3 0 ,3 0 -tetramethylindodicarbocyanine)-labeled X-31 particles moved bidirectionally along microtubules in endosomal vesicles, in some cases followed by viral fusion at low pH with an endosomal membrane (Lakadamyali et al., 2003) . Anti-DYNC1I1 antibody injections inhibited long-range transport of DiD-labeled virus. Microtubules and cytoplasmic dynein are required for long-range transport and MTs for efficient viral fusion with a limiting endosomal membrane.
kinesin? ? Bidirectional movements.
Human foamy virus (HFV), Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (M-PMV) Retroviridae
dynein/dynactin Gag HFV (Petit et al., 2003) and M-PMV Gag (Sfakianos et al., 2003) were targeted to the MTOC after entry; foamy virus required LC8 (DYNLL1). In addition, overexpression of the central coiled-coil domain of the dynactin sidearm subunit p150/ Glued, or p50/dynamitin blocked nuclear targeting of HFV and M-PMV, respectively. Immunolocalization of dynein on the HSV1 capsid possibly involves the tegument protein VP1-3 (Sodeik et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 1999) . p50/dynamitin overexpression inhibited nuclear transport and establishment of infection (Dohner et al., 2002) . Dynein light chains Tctex and rp3 (DYNLT3 and DYNLT1) interacted with the small capsid protein VP26 in yeast two-hybrid screens and GST pull-downs (Douglas et al., 2004) . The inner tegument proteins UL36 (VP1/2) and UL37 remained associated with incoming PRV capsids in explanted dorsal root ganglion neurons (Luxton et al., 2005 (Luxton et al., , 2006 . UL36 and 37 are conserved among a, b, and g herpes viruses and are good candidate receptors for dynein/dynactin recruitment.
kinesin-1 US11 Kinesin-1 (residues 867-894) interacted with recombinant US11 in vitro (Diefenbach et al., 2002) .
Rabies virus (RV), Mokola virus Rhabdoviridae

dynein P protein of polymerase complex
Yeast two-hybrid interaction of DYNLL1 with amino acids 138-172 of the phosphoprotein P (Jacob et al., 2000; Poisson et al., 2001; Raux et al., 2000) and colocalizations of the P protein with DYNLL1 in infected cells (Finke et al., 2004) . Pepscan interaction of LC8 with phosphoprotein P . A rabies virus with a modified LC8 binding site had an altered infection pattern in brains of inoculated mice (Rasalingam et al., 2005) .
Vaccinia virus (VACV), intracellular mature virus (IMV) Poxviridae
dynein/dynactin A27L p50/dynamitin overexpression inhibited IMV accumulation at the MTOC and blocked IEV assembly (Ploubidou et al., 2000; Sanderson et al., 2000; Ward, 2005) .
Vaccinia virus (VACV), intracellular enveloped virus (IEV) Poxviridae
kinesin-1 A36R and ? Dynamic colocalization of kinesin-1 and IEV; TPR overexpression blocked egress; direct interaction of A36R (residues 81-111) with TPR (Geada et al., 2001; Herrero-Martinez et al., 2005; Newsome et al., 2004; Rietdorf et al., 2001; Ward and Moss, 2001; Recruitment of A36R to sites of IEV assembly is dependent on its interaction with the cytoplasmic domain of the integral viral membrane protein, A33R (Ward et al., 2003) . Curiously, the binding site of A33R on A36R is mutually exclusive to that of the kinesin-1 light chain (Ward and Moss, 2004) . Thus, A33R may act as a negative regulator, blocking the ability of A36R to recruit kinesin-1 until after IEV assembly has occurred. Such a mechanism may account for the absence of kinesin-1 on viral factories in infected cells (Rietdorf et al., 2001) . In addition to the potential inhibitory role of A33R, it is clear that the viral protein F12L has an important but undefined function during IEV movement (Herrero-Martinez et al., 2005; van Eijl et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2000) . The absence of F12L leads to an accumulation of IEV at their perinuclear site of assembly and a lack of dispersion to the cell periphery. The association of F12L with IEV only during their microtubule-based transport would point to an accessory role. However, F12L does not appear to interact with A36R (Ward et al., 2003) . This raises the possibility that F12L may regulate the interaction of A33R with A36R and/or the activity of kinesin-1, although there is currently no evidence that F12L can interact with either protein. Understanding the role of F12L and A33R in kinesin-1 recruitment may well be the key to understanding the molecular basis of IEV transport to the cell periphery. In contrast to vaccinia, the viral protein responsible for recruiting kinesin-1 to ASFV remains to be identified. However, ASFV lacking the major outer capsid protein pE120R accumulate at their site of assembly and do not disperse to the cell periphery, in much the same fashion as in nocodazole-treated cells (Andres et al., 2001; Jouvenet et al., 2004) . It remains to be established if pE120R can interact directly with kinesin-1 or whether it facilitates its recruitment via another protein. It appears, however, that the rate-limiting step for ASFV transport is maturation rather than motor recruitment, as the viral factories constitutively label for kinesin-1 (Jouvenet et al., 2004) . In contrast, kinesin-1 is only associated with IEV moving to the plasma membrane (Newsome et al., 2004; Rietdorf et al., 2001 ).
This suggests that kinesin-1 recruitment is a regulated event, which occurs after IEV assembly.
Coordination of Motors during Viral Transport
Microtubule-based transport of cellular cargoes, including mitochondria, endosomes, secretory vesicles, melanosomes, and peroxisomes, usually occurs in a bidirectional and often saltatory manner, rather than in a smooth linear fashion (Jordens et al., 2005; Welte, 2004) . Bidirectional transport on microtubules is also a common feature during virus transport. It is not clear why cellular cargoes and viruses exhibit such complex bidirectional movements. One possibility is that these movements facilitate roaming over larger parts of the cell, possibly by a mechanism in which opposite polarity motors are competing against each other. A recent study, however, would suggest that this mechanism might not be occurring (Kural et al., 2005) . Analysis of the movement of peroxisomes in Drosophila tissue culture cells showed that the opposite polarity motors dynein and kinesin are not active simultaneously but are controlled by a temporal switching mechanism that avoids a tug-of-war situation. If this is a general mechanism, then it suggests that even the smallest viruses may simultaneously recruit minus and plus end-directed motors. This then raises the question not only of how multiple motors on the same virus are recruited, but how they are regulated in a coordinate fashion. Another question is how these motors are released or inactivated at the final destination, which will vary depending whether the virus is entering or leaving its host. It is possible that the virus itself defines a transport preference depending on its functional state: that is, incoming capsids promote the movement to the minus end of microtubules, while newly assembled virus progeny stimulate the converse transport process. This has been suggested to occur during adenovirus and herpes virus entry and egress, where the composition of capsids appears to influence motor recruitment (Greber, 2005; Luxton et al., 2005) . This difference may well reflect the ability of the tegument proteins to recruit host regulatory factors rather than the motor itself. The current difficulty with addressing these key questions is that, for the majority of viruses, we still lack the identity of the viral protein responsible for motor recruitment. Consequently, we do not know whether motor recruitment occurs through a direct interaction or whether it involves additional host proteins such as Rab GTPases, which have recently emerged as important factors recruiting and controlling motor activity during vesicular traffic (Jordens et al., 2005) .
Signaling Enhances Directional Trafficking
Over the last few years it has become clear that signaling proteins are often associated with motor complexes (Schnapp, 2003; Verhey and Rapoport, 2001) . Signaling pathways have also been shown to be important modulators of cytoplasmic transport, regulating motor recruitment, and release (Inomata et al., 2003; Morfini et al., 2004; Welte, 2004) . It is not surprising, then, that signaling cascades also regulate viral transport. The first hint came from the observation that microinjected native adenovirus type 2 exhibited little motility but could be stimulated to move when the cell was challenged by a natural adenovirus infection (Suomalainen et al., 2001) . Subsequent experiments revealed that the incoming viruses independently stimulated both protein kinase A (PKA) and p38/ MAPK pathways locally (Suomalainen et al., 2001; Tibbles et al., 2002) . In the absence of PKA or p38/MAPK signaling, minus end-directed motility was inhibited and plus end-directed transport of adenovirus promoted. This suggests that the incoming virus recruits a ''signalosome,'' which acts to suppress transport toward the cell periphery by modulating the transport frequency or the extent of individual transport steps. This is reminiscent of the regulated transport of Weibel-Palade bodies, a storage organelle unique to endothelial cells, which is stimulated by PKA upon von Willebrand factor activation to accumulate at the centrosome in a dynein-and microtubule-dependent manner (Rondaij et al., 2006) .
Besides motor regulation, the organization and dynamics of the microtubule cytoskeleton, which is itself highly dependent on signaling (Gundersen et al., 2004) , is likely to influence virus motility. Consistent with this notion, cells with a stabilized microtubule network have more frequent minus end-directed adenovirus transport steps than control cells (Giannakakou et al., 2002; Suomalainen et al., 1999) . Interestingly, PKA, which is activated by adenovirus infection, is known to promote microtubule polymerization by virtue of its ability to inactivate the microtubule-destabilizing protein op18/stathmin. It is possible that adenovirus-stimulated changes in microtubule dynamics, during the initial stages of infection, act to enhance loading onto microtubules in the cell periphery.
Another interesting example of virus-induced signaling affecting microtubule dynamics comes from observations with the human herpes virus 8 (HHV-8), which is implicated in the pathogenesis of Kaposi's sarcoma and lymphoproliferative disorders (Naranatt et al., 2005) . Incoming HHV-8 was found to induce acetylation of microtubules, a hallmark of their preferential stabilization (Gundersen et al., 2004) . This activity requires activation of RhoA and Rac1, as well as the downstream effector diaphanous 2. The fact that expression of activated RhoA enhanced microtubule-dependent delivery of viral DNA into the nucleus suggests that diaphanous-regulated microtubule dynamics and viral transport are linked. In addition to regulating microtubule dynamics, virus-induced signaling has also recently been shown to directly modulate kinesin-1 recruitment and release in vaccinia-infected cells (Hall, 2004; Newsome et al., 2004) . Src kinase-dependent phosphorylation of A36R, which is induced when vaccinia IEV fuse with the plasma membrane, was required to facilitate dissociation of kinesin-1 at the cell periphery prior to the switch to actin-based motility (Newsome et al., 2004) . Interestingly, the observations of Newsome et al. (2004) suggest that it is phosphorylation of A36R, rather than the motor, which is responsible for promoting kinesin-1 release from the virus. Although the molecular basis of this Src-dependent release mechanism remains to be established, it is curious that the Src family kinase phosphorylation site in A36R (Frischknecht et al., 1999; Newsome et al., 2006 ) is adjacent to the kinesin-1 light chain binding site in A36R (Ward and Moss, 2004) .
The question now arises whether Src-mediated kinesin release is a commonly used mechanism to coordinate microtubule and actin-based motility in noninfected cells. Although the number of known kinesin-1-interacting proteins is still not that extensive, there is a tantalizing hint that vaccinia might be mimicking a regulatory pathway normally used in the cell (Hall, 2004) . Recent studies have shown that p120 catenin acts as a receptor to recruit kinesin-1 during vesicular transport of cadherin complexes to adherens junctions (Chen et al., 2003; Yanagisawa et al., 2004) . Curiously, the region of catenin, which interacts with kinesin-1, contains the major Src phosphorylation sites, raising the possibility that, as with A36R, motor recruitment and detachment is regulated by Src. It is tempting to speculate that Src-induced deregulation of adherens junctions is at least in part due to the inability of catenin to recruit kinesin-1 to facilitate delivery of junctional components to cell-cell contacts. If this is true, then understanding the role of Src in regulating the interaction of catenin with kinesin-1 offers the promise to provide new insights into epithelial-mesenchymal transitions that occur during tumor invasion.
Viral Induction of Superhighways and Cell Motility
Enhancing transport of newly assembled virus progeny to the cell periphery represents one way to maximize viral spread into neighboring cells. However, increasing the number of contacts between infected and noninfected cells will also enhance a local spread of infection. Previous studies have demonstrated that vaccinia virus infection stimulates cell migration, changes in cell adhesion, and a loss of contact inhibition . Vaccinia-induced cell migration is dependent on early gene expression but is independent of the well-characterized actin tail formation. As the cells migrate, they also extend long microtubule-filled projections up to several hundred microns in length . As in HHV-8 or HSV1 infections, these microtubules are acetylated, suggesting that vaccinia infection is affecting microtubule dynamics as well as their organization (Ploubidou et al., 2000) . The formation of long microtubule-filled projections provides vaccinia with ''superhighways'' to reach out and contact neighboring cells to enhance the spread of infection. The mechanism of vaccinia-induced cell motility remains to be established, but recent observations indicate that it involves viral inhibition of RhoA signaling (Valderrama et al., 2006) . Vaccinia is not the only virus to induce long cellular projections. Infection with the swine a herpes virus pseudorabies virus also induces the formation of long microtubule-filled projections, which act to promote increased viral spread (Favoreel et al., 2005) . Clearly, the stimulation of cell migration and formation of superhighways offers an additional mechanism to enhance the local cell-to-cell spread of infection.
Particle Trackers and Mathematical Modeling on the Horizon Viral movements in cells are complex and frequently interrupted by pauses and changes in direction. Currently available methods have shown for example that the linear movements of adenovirus in epithelial cells were completely dependent on intact microtubules, as indicated by an approximately 15-fold reduction of the diffusion constant D (Figures 4A and 4B ; Suomalainen et al., 1999) . In addition, the periods of linear movements were strongly reduced in the absence of microtubules, as indicated by the reduction of the a value in the log derivative of the mean square distance plot ( Figures 4A-4D ). This type of analysis is informative, since it quantitatively describes both the extent and the type of particle movements. Recent modeling of adenovirus motility, based on kinetic models of gene expression and partial differential equations for subcellular transport, agreed well with the available experimental data and confirmed that the velocity of drifts and the general dispersion rate strongly influence viral trafficking and gene expression (Dinh et al., 2005) .
Over the next years, and in parallel with improvements in imaging rates and sensitivity, we can expect to see an increasing demand for automated quantitative analyses of virus motility. Given recent improvements in computational power, we will see increasing use of sophisticated particle tracking algorithms to analyze all aspects of virus movements with respect to the components and cytoplasmic organization of the host. Important features of universal trackers are their speed and reliability, especially at low signal-to-noise ratios, which are typical of detailed imaging at high frequency rates (Sbalzarini and Koumoutsakos, 2005; Vallotton et al., 2003) . Such analyses, together with biophysical information on single motors derived from cell-free experiments, can then be combined to generate new algorithms that model cytoplasmic motility and the process of infection. This combined ''systems analysis'' is necessary since microtubule transport in the cytoplasm is complex and influenced by many factors (for a recent example of modeling cooperative cargo transport, see Klumpp and Lipowsky [2005] ). Eventually, such analyses will lead to testable predictions of motor function and regulation that can be integrated into the overall circuitry of the cell (Uetz et al., 2006) .
Future Perspectives
Motors often work in ensembles. This raises the question if control occurs at the single motor level or if there are higher-order regulatory mechanisms in place. This question is difficult to answer, but the relative simplicity of most viruses compared to the complexity of cellular cargoes makes them powerful systems to address the mechanisms regulating microtubule-mediated transport. We have seen tremendous progress in our ability to analyze movements of viruses during infection. We have discovered unexpected connections, for example, between nuclear export and the release of adenovirus from microtubules near the nucleus (Strunze et al., 2005) . The task ahead is now to use the latest imaging methods and tracking algorithms to follow virus transport at the highest spatiotemporal resolution possible. A detailed understanding will also require the ability to simultaneously image motor recruitment and turn over as well as monitor the dynamics of signaling networks on the virus and within the cell during infection. In vivo imaging, however, will need to be complemented by biochemical approaches to define how (C and D) Single-particle trackings of both viral and cellular cargoes identify three patterns of cytoplasmic motilities, unidirectional motilities, indicative of periods of active transport along cytoskeletal filaments (Saxton and Jacobson, 1997) , random walk (Brownian motion), and moments of stalling with subdiffusive (sub-Brownian) motion. On the macroscopic level, the two-dimensional diffusion of a virus particle represented in an x-y plot (C) is a linear relationship of the mean square displacement (MSD) <r 2 > versus the time t, i.e., <r single proteins work in the ensemble. The establishment of in vitro virus motility assays (Salman et al., 2005; Wolfstein et al., 2006) will also help to understand mechanisms of motor recruitment and regulation, which includes unraveling how motors of the opposite polarity are able to act together to achieve directionality. The ultimate goal is to identify all the proteins required for microtubulebased viral transport and integrate this knowledge in terms of the regulatory circuits driving infection. If the motilities of infectious particles observed in vivo and in vitro can be simulated in mathematical models, this would confirm that the chief parameters regulating cytoplasmic transport have truly been identified. Such models are then useful to dissect the even more complex cytoplasmic transport processes of cellular cargo. Lastly, we should not forget that many viruses are a serious potential threat to mankind. Detailed insights into all stages of viral infection, including cytoplasmic transport, may open new avenues for development of new antiviral drugs directed against cellular targets, such as kinases, phosphatases, or GTPases, rather than viral ones. It is unlikely that viruses would easily switch from a ''drugged'' pathway to a nonaffected pathway. This is in contrast to the situation where mutations in drug binding sites give rise to resistant viral proteins, as in the rapid emergence of HIV strains resistant to antiretroviral therapy. Recent observations with Gleevec have demonstrated that inhibition of c-Abl tyrosine kinase activity blocks vaccinia virus and coxsackie virus B spreading by interfering with actin dynamics in the cell periphery (Reeves et al., 2005; Coyne and Bergelson, 2006) . Hence, existing drugs with proven clinical safety can be engaged to combat viral disease. It is clear that understanding viral pathogenesis and the spread of infection will require a detailed understanding of how viruses use the microtubule cytoskeleton and its associated motor proteins. For the cell biologist, however, viruses will continue to be attractive and powerful model systems to unravel the mysteries of microtubule-mediated cytoplasmic transport and cell organization.
